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1. Introduction. We consider a bounded domain/2 in R with
C boundary ,. We fix a point w in 9. Let D be an open neighbour-
hood o the origin. Let D(e, w) be the set defined by D(e, w)= {x e R;
-(x--w) e D}. We put tO(D=tO\D(,w). Let 0m()_m2()_’’. be
the eigenvalues of the Laplacian in 2(e) under the Dirichlet condition
on 3tO(D. Let O)m_m_... be the eigenvalues of the Laplacian in
tO under the Dirichlet condition on .. We arrange them repeatedly
according to their multiplicities.

We proposed the following problem in Ozawa [1].
Problem. Describe the precise asymptotic behaviour of m(D as

tends to zero.
And the author conjectured in [1] the ollowing
Conjecture, Fix ]. Assume that the multiplicity of m is one,

then there exists a constant c(D) such that
(1.1) m(D m --4zc(D)e(w) + 0(/)
holds as tends to zero. Here (x) is the normalized eigenfunction

of the Laplacian associated with m.
Irt this note we give an answer to the above problem. We have

the following

Theorem 1. Under the same assumption as above, (1.1) holds
and c(D) is the electrostatic capacity cap (D) of the set D. Moreover,
(1.2) m(D m+4 cap (D)(w) =0(-)
holds for an arbitrary fixed s0 as tends to zero.

Remark. We define cap (D) by

(1.3) cap (D)=--(4)- f 3--U-U da,
D

where u is the unique solution of

(1.4) lu=O in D, ulo=l, limu(x)-0.

Here da is the surface element of 3D.
The above Theorem 1 is a generalization of Theorem 2 in Ozawa

[2]. The work in this paper was heavily inspired by the paper
Papanicolau-Varadhan [5] in which "many holes problem" was studied.

In 2, we give an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. Details of
this paper will be given elsewhere.


